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ABBREVIATIONS

Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acpt.</td>
<td>appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat(s)</td>
<td>catalog(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coll.</td>
<td>college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed.</td>
<td>editor, edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l(s), ln(s)</td>
<td>library(ies), librarian(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev.</td>
<td>reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>source number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sys.</td>
<td>system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ.</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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"Academic Life in three education journals," Holland, 31-34
"Academic I. statistics revisited," Oboler, 407-10
Acquisitions, s7-8; s34; s89
ALA, Junior Members Round
ALA, Information Science and
American Council of Learned Societies, Committee for Research
Acquisitions, s15-20; s39-40; s108; s117; s198; s225; s256; s278
Adams, Thomas R., appt. & port., 284
The administrative assistant—pragmatic job description," Delzell, 382-86
Air loan service," s144
Air loan service," s71
ALA awards, 1968," call for nominations, s237-38
ALA, Information Science and Automation Division, preconference institute, announcement, s84
ALA, Junior Members Round Table, orientation session, San Francisco, 1967, announcement, s87
ALA representatives at inaugurations, dedications, and other academic ceremonies," Jackson, 133-37
Anderson, Frank J., appt. & port., s121
Anstaett, Herbert B., honorary Ph.D. award, s263
Appointments, s15-20; s39-40; s97-99; s133; s148-50; s186-69; s208-09; s235-37; s265-66; s295-97
"An approach to I. automation problems," Jackson, 133-37
Ash, Lee, Interl. Request and Loan Transactions Among Medical Ls. of the Greater New York Area, rev. of, 144
Ashem, Lester, Librship in the Developing Countries, rev. of, 287
ACRL, Board of Directors, meeting, Jan. 11, 13, 1967, brief of minutes, s50-58; meeting, June 29-30, 1967, brief of minutes, s191-95
ACRL, Executive Secretary, letter, s189-90
ACRL Microcard Series, abstrs of titles, s134-35
ACRL officers, 1967/68, s137-60
ACRL officers (nominees) 1967/68, s48-49; 1968/69, s238
ACRL, Philadelphia Chapter, meeting, May 13, 1967, report, s72
ACRL President, report, 1966/67, s162-64
ACRL, Rare Books Section, conference announcement, s31
ARL, meeting, New Orleans, Jan. 8, 1967, brief of minutes, s84-70; San Francisco, June 24, 1967, brief of minutes, s249-55
Association of Southeastern Research Ls., meeting, Oct. 26, 1966, brief of minutes, s1-2; meeting, Jan. 10, 1967, brief of minutes, s73
Automation, 35-40; 129-32; 133-37; 167-70; 253-57; 403-06
B

Bailey, George M., "From the ACRL Executive Secretary," s189-90
Barkey, Patrick T., appt. & port., s146
Barnes, Christopher, "Classification and cataloging of spoken records in academic Is.,” 49-52
Beatty, William K., rev., 144
Behling, Orlando, “A I. looks at itself,” 416-22
Bergen, Dan, "The communica tion system of the social sciences," 239-52; Ls. and the Coll. Climate of Learning, rev. of, 141
Berken, Dimitry, S. “Two I. work study programs in the Boston area,” 120-28
Berner, Richard C., rev., 138-39
Bibliographic and research aids from new countries in Africa," Herrick, 347-50

A Bibliography of Illinois Imprints, 1814-1858, Byrd, rev. of, s284
Das Bibliotheks wesen in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone Deutschlands, Thilo, rev. of, 288-89
"Biomedical TWX, New York," s161
Blankenship, W. C., "Head Ins.: how many men? how many women?" 41-48
Boes, Warren, appt. & port., s14
"Book move at Fort Lewis," s106-07
Book Publishing in America, Madison, rev. of, 141-42
"Book selection in academic Is.,” Horo, 104-06
Books for Coll. Ls., announcement, s71
Books in America’s Past, Essays Honoring Rudolph H. Gjelness, Kaser, ed., rev. of, 144-45
Boylan, Nancy G., "Identifying technical reports through U.S. Government Research Reports and its published indexes,” 175-83
Brown, Helen M., rev., 445
Buite, Vernon R., Interl. Request and Loan Transactions Among Medical Ls. of the Greater New York Area, rev. of, 144
Buildings, s36; s89-90; s138; s226-27; s256-57; s279
Butler, W. Royce, appt. & port., s116-17
Byrd, Cecil K., A Bibliography of Illinois Imprints, 1814-1858, rev. of, 284; rev., 144-45
Delzell, Robert F., "The administrative assistant—pragmatic job description," 352-58
"Determining and allocating book funds for current domestic buying," McGrath, 269-72
Dix, William S., honorary Ph.D. award, s176
Documentation and the Organization of Knowledge, Shera, rev. of, 221-22
Downs, Robert B., ed., Resources of Missouri Ls., rev. of, 222-23
Duryea, E. D., ed., Is. and the Coll. Climate of Learning, rev. of, 141
E
Edelein, J. M., rev., 447-48
Elger, George C., "Community use of academic Is.: exit controls and the statewide card," 194-96
F
Fang, Irving E., "Using a computer to print a dissertation," 110-12
Federal legislation, s6; s58; s84
Finley, Elizabeth, Manual of Procedures for Private Ls., 2d ed., rev. of, 60-61
Forman, Sidney, rev., 446-47
Folmer, Fred, Appt. portal., s294-95
Furloog, Norman, ed., L. Practice for Colls. of Education, rev. of, 219-20
G
Genung, Harriet, "Can machines teach the use of the L?" 25-30; rev., 351-52
Geoscience Information Society, meeting, Nov. 14-16, 1966, s72
Gipson, John S., "Total cost' of acquisitions in a community coll.," 273-76
Glasby, Dorothy Joens, "New periodicals," 146-57-58
Glazier, Kenneth M., "United States influence on Canadian periodicals," 146-57-58
Glazier, Kenneth M., "United States influence on Canadian periodicals," 146-57-58
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Quick, Richard C., "Community use of academic Is; community use—dealers choice," 185-88
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Rarig, Emory W., ed., The Community Junior Colli, an Annotated Bibliography, rev. of, 351-52

The realities of reclassification," Dougherty, 258-62

Reference books," Sheehy, 62-69; 290-98

Reference theory: situation hopeless but not impossible," Wynar, 337-42


"Research problem sensitivity: a professional recruitment criterion," Harmon, 375-81

Resources of Missouri Ls., Downs, ed., rev. of, 222-23

"The restoration of paper documents and manuscripts," Cutter, 387-97

Retirements, s20; s98; si 23; Resources of Missouri Ls.,

Robert, Roscoe, appt. & port., 369-70


Rouse, Roscoe, appt. & port., s122-23

Russell, John R., "First Seminar of Indian Univ. Lns.," 326-30

S

Scientific Management of L. Operations, Dougherty and Heinritz, rev. of, 293

Scott, John E., "Community use of academic Is: fees and modified privileges for outside borrowers," 188-89

"Seating achievement in larger univ. Is.," White, 411-15

"Selective dissemination of information and the academic science l."

Kolder and Simkins, 35-57

"A self-guided l. tour for the biosciences," Ronkin, 217-18

"Seminar of Univ. Lns.," Russell, 326-30

"Serving readers in a special international," Kepple, 203-07

Shaw, Charles B., memorial collection, s213

Sheehy, Eugene P., "Selected ref. books," 62-69; 290-98

Sheila, Jesse H., Documentation and the Organization of Knowledge, rev. of, 221-23

Shipman, Joseph C., honorary Fh.D. award, s212

Shockley, Ann Allen, "Negro Is. in predominantly Negro colls.," 423-26

Silver, Rollo G., Typefounding in America, 1787-1825, rev. of, 58

Simon, Julian L., "How many books should be stored where? An economic analysis," 92-103

Simpkins, Irwin F., "Selective dissemination of information and the academic science l."

Sommer, Robert, "Study carrels re-examined," 263-65, 272

Spence, Paul H., rev., 233

Spyer-Duran, Peter, appt. & port., s305

Statistics, 1966/67, s196-97

Statistics and standards for coll. and univ. Is.," Chicorel, XXVII (1966) 19-22, 51; adendum, s105-06

Stephens, Irene Boemer, Conference on the Use of Printed and Audio-Visual Materials for Instructional Purposes. [Final report], rev. of, 220-21; appt. & port., s96-97

Stewart, Bruce W., rev., 352-53

Stockton, Patricia Ann, "An IBM 357 circulation procedure," 35-49

Stokes, Katharine M., "From inside the DLSER," s245-47; rev., 141

Stokes, Roy, rev., 142-43

Storr, Richard J., Harper's Unive.: the Beginnings, a History of the Univ. of Chicago, rev. of, 58-60

"A strategy for the conversion of research l. cats. to machine readable form," De Gennaro, 253-57

"Study carrels re-examined," Sommer and Peterson, 263-65, 272

"Systems concepts and Is.," Kijour, 167-70

T

Tanis, Norman E., "Profiles of practice in the public junior coll. l.," 331-36


Taylor, Robert S., appt., s305-06

Thilo, Martin, Das Bibliotheks­ wesen in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone Deutslands, rev. of, 288-89

Thompson, James, rev., 60

Tilley, Joan, rev., 286-87

Toney, Bernard J., "Indian univ. Is.," 437-41

"Total cost' of acquisitions in a community coll."

Gipson, 273-76


"Two l. work-study programs in the Boston area," Berkner, 120-28

Typefounding in America, 1787-1825, Silver, rev. of, 58

U

"United States influence on Canadian univs. and their l."

Glazier, 311-16, rev. of, 138-39

"Urban information retrieval," s160

"Using a computer to print a dissertation," Fang and Lewis, 110-12

V

Veryha, Wasyl, "Problems in classification of Slavic books with L. of Congress classification schedules and subject headings," 277-83

"A visit to some music Is. in eastern Europe," Mixter, 442-54

Vosper, Robert, letter on ALA presidency, s46

W

Wagner, Lloyd F., appt. & port., s27

Walton, Clyde C., appt. & port., s207-08


Wasserman, Paul, rev., 351


Wheeler, Marjorie, "L. service by contract: a joint venture," 107-09

White, Lucien W., "Seating achievement in larger univ. Is."

Wood, Edwin, rev., 138

Woderley, Wayne, rev., 288-89


Woodward, Rupert C., appt. & port., s61

Wright, C. H., The L. in Colls. of Commerce and Technology, rev. of, 142-43

Wynar, Bohdan S., "Ref. theory: situation hopeless but not impossible," 337-42
The most widely acclaimed reference works in education and psychology are the encyclopedic *Mental Measurements Yearbooks* with their exhaustive coverage of testing in the English-speaking world. The first five volumes, covering a span of 25 years, have been described as monumental, indispensable and definitive.

*The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook*, published in November, 1965, is by far the largest and best in the series. Reviewers in the professional journals report that all the superlatives used to describe the first five volumes apply even more so to *The Sixth Yearbook*. For example, the reviewer in *Science* wrote: "An evaluation of this last volume can be couched, with palpable redundancy, in terms applied by the reviewers of previous volumes in the series: This remarkable, monumental, colossal, and elaborate book, representing gargantuan and heroic efforts applied compulsively and with missionary zeal is certain to become a 'must'... perhaps even the indispensable 'bible'... for the increasing number of test users."

Each yearbook... issued at intervals of three to six years... supplements rather than supplants earlier volumes in the series. Yearbooks still available are the Third (1949, 1062 pages, $18.00), Fourth (1953, 1188 pages, $20.00), Fifth (1959, 1321 pages, $22.50) and *The Sixth Yearbook* (1965, 1752 pages, $32.50) plus *Tests in Print* (1961, 508 pages, $7.00) which serves as a master index to the contents of the first five MMY's.

Complete *Mental Measurements Yearbook* sets including *Tests in Print* are available for $90.00. Individual volumes may be purchased. NDEA/ESEA approved.